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,        „-,, , venture »ill a.<i m alteram ..ig the hr.l an»«» »•»« »>« before starting S,K1, a vet.turc ,*,,, 

the local em ironment. 

P1ca« note that all costs are in IK Joll,r,.    Al».   -  lahm «I In- 

portati.« costs arc   in tor», of ,h, USA.    Mju«Wn„ f»   >->  co-d...... «« 

he»* „> usi,,, ,„e official «no«- -hange rates a»! other pro**,,«,., 

guidelines. 
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tu» »Mtifto*! mmUMPlk »• m tu» «tew of m» lo tw MIMVCOY»* 

ltt»f« Mí aMtew* mtmn »te Urge ami «afama tv*. 

lmr#      Mj>tt tinte *tmlwi«t#*f traman«*!»»» «*i*h radio fra*|uef*iiiei fra» S4§ t© 

II! fttt« t**mi «f  rroaair Air«  i* »«»poi»Ir .allori the *ro»*ka*.t MnJ  in the 

üMI «f tlw k>wnul aartettaiioawt  taJ**» *t*ti*m*  m thr wild u*c thii 

Um^ tfci»  ü • re Ut ivo ly  \m nàto frequency hand the coverage  i* mainly 

«tv« for  rollofcle roeofKton, although there t* «**e  *ky ««ve rovept ion 

ft titbit..    tftaief gw4 •tapvvlwru condition» night t ««r retention up to IftOO 

inrrT..,.  It CMM W|tli so ktletali» of tr«iMitter power.    AN*it 500 kiloa»t«n 

M «ft *v».*t< é«ylMt liait for loccftion. 

mm of the Min pttftlea*» with uaing Mrilu* law» It it* popularity.    11« 

toe to ht mmi mm% M carefully chow« with regard to loci»!  interference 

I«M,    »tth the tmmm fuaa>rl»teroityne radio receiver interference can be 

,i#MP» e%on fro* fremirmi»* mil ml of the Mediu» Wave hand,    Ttüs is 

h> tarteroaVnie* effect» of Mraaattc* of the receiver's local oscillator 

ma W m#gt freajwoncl»*. 

ft* long M«t «ml Nedtif» »«ve homi* are highly susceptible to 

«tScffM«!  tMorfofMtt OMM4 % either .taioapheric or um pude conditions. 

§»rt **vtr  -  «M4itult amluiêitd fraatMfk:ie» generally from S »fit to 50 ills  in 

ipclflc tana« auch •» M »»ter, «9 a»ter, 41 ««ter, M meter,  2S meter, 19 ««ter, 

U awtei. on.    Haw« f roqua** l«« art aa»t useful «»«re long distance eomunication 

» iütrort, »ine« the »*y laive la rtfl«ct«d fra» the ionization layers covering 

H» earth thereby enabling ion* range tran*»i«»lon with relatively small power. 



Um» iky mm «r* vtfy fuaceptthl* to atmoaptoric condì ti©ft§t time of day, t»Ur 

éâftttrHance* and electrical interference.    Vienna beaming is generally employed 

It these frequencies to inprove the« reception.    Of course, at  the higher frequencies 

the antenna arrays become les« e>pens ivo since the dimensions decrease linearly as 

the frequency  is  increased,    However, as the frequency  is  increased the precisene«« 

©f the radio receiver becomes more critical.    This includes the design, manufacture 

and opération of the radio. 

frequency ? bdu Iati on - This band of frequencies, corwnonly called the FM band in the 

USA and the Mil band in Europe, is situated at about 100 MHz. In the USA, the band 

is SS to 108 MHz while in Europe it  is restricted from    88    to 104 Mfft, 

With frequency modulation, amplitude limiters can be employed  in the radio 

receiver which can greatly reduce electrical  interference.    It  is possible to 

listen to noise free reception even during severe electrical  storms which render 

the amplitude modulated hands useless.    Since the wavelength  is only about 3 meters, 

hip.h gain antenna arrays can b^ built economically. 

No reflection from the ionosphere occurs at  these frequencies so the reception 

distance from the transmitter antenna  is limited to line of sight distance or 

about 80 kilometers.    Thus, an area of approximately 20,600 square kilometers can 

be covered with one transmitter-antenna system.    Since these  frequencies behave 

somewhat like light, mountains and hills can block the signal  transmission. 

Reflections from buildings or mountains can also cause a phenomenom known as 

multipath reception.    This  is caused by the reception of the desired radio signal 

plus an out-of-phase signal that has been reflected or refracted. 



ft» to the high fretwmci*» lttvQlvf4, tin? rw«iwi m «•*•« i«q»t«n ma 

man C\|H-I,- ur thw, the ^mw umtun WMI« rive I vers.    At«», • wèlfi mnmmt m 

dipcle  ts inguini  fir gi**i reception. 

g^r RIKJU i rtfHtjt s_ 

Hie power r«}«ired to operate i *od*rn tran* is tor lini one watt audio out- 

put tattle model radio consists of about three watts. This Mould bo for tht a 

four transistor model «ploying a Class A, high voltage transi.«tor output staff. 

This compares with about .10 watts required for the cowwn four tube plus rectifie? 

table model. 

The problem of power input is negligible in Most developed countries, but 

it can certainly be of prime importance in a developing country without a good 

electric power system. Battery power would have to he considered in this case» 

If batten- power is required, then the cannon Class "A" audio circuit should be 

abandoned in favor of a Class "H" audio output circuit even though the Class »V 

system require* an extra transistor and additional circuitry. 

If line power is available at least part of the time, a rechargeable 

battery supply should be considered. liven though the initial cost of the re- 

chargeable battery system is relatively high, the long tern expense of the syst« 

can be cheaper. This system also allows greater portability than a line connected 

power supply. 

A typical Class "A" audio system is shown in Figure 1 and a Class "R" 

system is shown in Figure 2. The Class "B" system with variations is used 

almost exclusively throughout the world in battery operated portable radios. 
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for best resulti the output trantittort staut«! to ©f tto %mm typt and «atenta 

•s welt a* possihie.    terger «i«Hatches cm be tolerated if negative feedback 

is empi oye J to reduce distortion.    ^i-conductor vendors w*ll furnish output 

transistors  m mate tied pairs. 

Radio Spec if i c at i on s 

After the type of tranaaiMiOft hit tot» Ca**«*, tlht Ttiiö'f •Itctricftl, 

«echan ic»: and environmental specificati«» «u«t be for«ul#t€«d.    During the 

design, some of the specifications wight have to he altered, but at least tto 

original  specifications will provide direction «mi cost estimates. 

Some basic considerations that imist he known before the specificati«» 

can be written are: 

1. Is the radio to he used inside or outside of a dwelling? 

2. What are the climate factors, namely temperature, huaidity? 

5.    The terrain of the country. 

4. Electrica! interference probi«», eittor fro» local or ntl#ÉMrft«l 

countries. 

5. Acoustical power and type of broadcaatlng; nawely, vete« Of «mie. 

6. Sire requirement*. 

7. Radio power source, batter let or Mint? 

Itoufacturin^ Roiuirewgnts 

The age old problem of balancing initia» iawtstaattt with producability is 

er» of the most basic and critical probi«» to to ..solved before a dtflgn can to 

considered.   Of courte» a large initial invtttawnt in «anufacHiring facilitici, 
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tooling, and design is required in areas where the cost of labor is expensive. 

Por instance, in the USA it is not uncommon to have an initial investment of up 

to $200,000 in salaries, tools and manufacturing equipment before the start of 

the production of a new AM broadcast rad»o design. This is exclusive of the 

initial investment of the manufacturing and engineering facilities. 

This investment can be drastically reduced in low labor rate areas. This 

is done by milking more applied direct labor in exchange for automation. This 

approach, however, does not lead to long term technological improvement of the 

population. Thus, the factor of gaining education and experience must be con- 

sidered in deciding what degree of design sophistication should be used. Since 

this problem is generally handled at governmental level rather than at a technical 

level, this paper will not pursue it further. 

The quantity of radios to be produced will have a large bearing on the type 

Of production techniques and the radio design. The quantity of radios will also 

have a bearing on the degree of vertical integration. Examples cf all levels of 

vertical integration arc available throughout the world. Some of the very large 

corporation-, especially those building television and phonographs along with 

radios, find it profitable to manufacture most of the components used in their 

products. At the other extreme are found companies that utilize sub-contractors 

to fabricate the chassis while the final assembly at the main plant consists of 

merely inserting the chassis into the cabinet. 

Vertical integration can be profitable if there is a large production base 

to justify the investment. However, if a radio manufacturer decides to build 

coamonly available iteas such as capacitors or resistors, they find themselves 
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competing with companies that specialize in these components. Thus, the advantage 

of competitive bidding is lost. There is also a natural tendency to use one's 

own product even during tunes when the quality level is low. There is also a 

danger in not assigning actual costs and in underestimating the problems to be 

encountered in component manufacturing. In this age of relatively easy trade 

and transportation throughout the world, the electronic component business is 

extremely competitive and must be constantly scrutinized for optimum cost, 

quality, and availability. It is not uncommon in modern radios to find components 

from several countries incorporated in one model. Even decorative parts and 

cabinets are frequently purchased from several countries for the same model. 

It is even possible to purchase complete chassis from another country and 

Simply install it in a cabinet for final assembly. From the above statements 

concerning vertical integration and component purchasing it is obvious that there 

are many different avenues of approach available to radio design and manufacture. 

Figure 3 is a graphic presentation of basic design considerations verses 

«entity of radios per year. Note that the abscissa is in units of itoUcal_ 

•odels per year. Even if the total quantity of all models is high, the economic 

advantages of common tooling, design expenditures, special manufacturing fixtures 

and other variable costs will not be realized if there is a high variation of 

nodel types. 

Figure 4 depicts some of the typical vertical integration decisions that 

Hist be made as a function of identical components per year. Here again, the word 

Monticai must be emphasized. Many good plans have gone astray because the advance 
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planning did not foresee the proliferation of component variations that occur as 

the business grows and the design concepts evolve. It takes very strict design 

disciplines to make extensive vertical integration economical. A radio manufac- 

turer who decides to make loudspeakers, for instance, places himself in direct 

competition with component vendors that have a volume base of millions of units 

per annum. 

Figure 5 shows that there are further decisions to be made even after it 

is decided to manufacture a component. For this example, a loudspeaker is 

examined per what parts should be purchased and what parts should be manufactured. 

Without belaboring the point too much it is now obvious that even each 

part shown in Figure 5 can be broken down into raw materials where make versus 

buy decisions can be made. The radio manufacturer would have to be in a very 

healthy financial and technical situation if he was considering extensive 

vertical integration. However, these points should not be completely ignored, 

even by a new manufacturer, since his particular geographic location or labor 

situation night make it advantageous for him to make some of the components 

competitively. 
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firn the standpoint of electronic cinaritry there is inch literature avall- 

asi« m ti» coman brwidcast radio.    Sine« ti» coit of transistors rws    decreased, 

mmm tutte enter tè initient  radio« have become obsolete,    »bit of the radio design 

literature  is Witten for vacia» tute application, ln.it the theory  i* usahle for 

liator application by Making alliance»  for tb* wtpedmie and feedback 

rteristks of f©iid state device*.     If design personnel are mit  available, 

trmaiator manufacturers tan usually supply «application engineers to assist  in 

ti* design 

m Courte, * radio can be designed by simply employing basic electronic 

theory and ¿«eloping the necessary msthenat »cal equation*.    Without a doubt this 

It the test way to obtain a complete understanding of the design theory.   However» 

; titrer would he «tiling to pay a design engineer to develop design 

that has already been developed.    Thus, a compro»!sc is generally reached 

the mmmt of origin«! design and * copy of existing designs.    In fact, 

to obtain the maxi««« u»#ge of design personnel, existing designs should always 

fee aiMmined carefully to avoid costly "re-invention of the wheel" projects. 

Urn **mt Invented here" attitude must he overcome in order to opt mite any 

design group. 

figure ft gives an appro«imation of break-even point» for design personnel. 

Just as in the cost of equipment  the utilization of design personne! «nd other 

eajtrnead personnel must he carefully considera.! as i function of annual production. 

It It very easy to overt tuff the detip group« in good times hut it can he quite 

rrassing and disrupting if the need arises to reduce the masher of personnel 

^••••^••••••••••••••••I 
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when the production pace slackens. 

However, the judicious use of contract design personnel will allow for fast 

changes in the quantity of designs without jeopardizing regular core personnel. 

The disadvantages of a large amount of contract work are that continuity of 

design is difficult to maintain, direct design costs will be higher, and there 

is little training of permanent personnel. Most large companies find it 

necessary to utilize some contract design personnel to keep the expense budget 

somewhat flexible. 

The complexity of the radio system will also have a large bearing on the 

number and type of personnel needed. The medium wave and long wave circuits 

require much less design talent than the FN! and shortwave circuits. These 

designs are also much simpler to operate from a user standpoint. 

Transistors and associated components are most readily available for the 

lower frequency bands. For instance, a difference of two or three picofarads 

in the transistor at 100 MHz is very important while at 1 Milz it is not as 

troublesni e. Thus, the medium wave circuits can better tolerate component 

variations caused by manufacturing tolerances, aging, temperature, humidity 

and voltage fluctuations. 

Radio Circuits 

To indicate the complexities involved in the most common types of radio 

circuits examples will be shown for an AM and an AM/FM radio. 

Figure 7 shows an AM, class A audio output, mains powered Mediten Wave 

superheterodyne circuit. The below block diagram pertains to Figure 7. 
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the superheterodyne circuit is employed in all entertainment and comercial 

radio and t levision receivers regardless of the frequency band. A superhetetodnye 

circuit is one in which most of the amplification takes place at an Intermediate 

Frequency (IF). The IF is obtained by adding the incoming Rl signal to a Local 

Oscillator signal generated in the receiver. The IF is the resulting difference 

frequency that occurs when these two signals are impressed across a non-linear 

mixer circuit. Highly selective fixed tune filters and amplifiers can then be 

used to amplify the IF signal while rejecting interferring signals. Note that 

any spurious RF signal that adds with the Local Oscillator signal or any of its 

harmonic frequencies in such a combination as to result in the Intermediate 

Frequency will be amplified by the IF amplifiers, and thus cause an interference 

to the desired RF signal. These types of interference signals can only be re- 

jected by filtering the incoming RF signals ahead of the mixer circuit. These 

circuits are called tuned RF (TRF) amplifiers and are used in high quality 

receivers. The major difficulty in using TRF stages are that they must be variably 

selective in order to cover the desired frequency spectrum. Note that in the 

Medium Wave band, the frequency ratio is about three to one. 
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Another problem that occurs in super he terodyr« designs it the tricking of 

the Local Oscillator to the W   Signal  across the* homi to maintain a constant 

difference frequeue).    Since the If  stages are very selective,  the tuning of the 

radio by the operator is determine»! by îht   IA.II  Oscillator ami  the If  tuning. 

Thus, any mist rail ing will  result in a signal  loss and a selectivity loss   in 

the RÍ-" timed circuits proceeding the mixer. 

The Detector circuit   is used to extract  the audio intelligence from the IF 

carrier and then  is sent on to the audio amplifier circuits and then« to tht 

loudspeaker where it becomes audible, 

The AGC (Automatic Cain Control)  feedback loop indicated  in the block diagram 

is used to keep the audio level constant under varying RF signal strength con- 

ditions.    This  is generally accomplished by feeding the DCeomponent of the detected 

signal back to the IF amplifier to reduce the gain as the Rf level  is increased. 

The amount of control must be carefully adjusted so that weak signals »re not 

attenuated and strong signals do not distort. 

An FM receiver would have the same block diagraB hut the detector is mmh 

»ore complicated than an AM detector.     In an AM reviver a siraple diode is 

commonly used as the non-linear element to detect   the audio intelligence.    However, 

in FM the audio  intelligence must be extracted by a frequency sensitive detector. 

These are cannonly called discriminator circuits.     A good discriminator circuit 

must be accurately aligned to the IF signal and must be linear over a large 

frequency range. 

The value of the Intermediate Frequency is largely a runction of local  inter- 

ference signals.    For instance,   in the Medium Wave hand, 455 kHz  is the comwon IF 

used in the USA.    However,  in Europe it is common to use 465 kHr to avoid interference 



ff« th« very powerful WC station at W§ Mit in Figlimi,   The second hmwonic 

of the  IF, which I* generated in the non-linter detector circuit  feeds hack to 

the Rf  circuits when they art   ttuvsd to that  frequency.    Thus,  in the USA, radio 

stations avoid operating at 910 Ml:, whereas  the fjuropi-an ratios have a potential 

interfcrenet  pioblem at «».%() ktf».    The third harmonic  of the  if   is usually not 

troubles«» hut   it  can be, particularly  in Vl/FM receivers using cumaon #1 IF 

and FW  IF ampi i f icr  trans » >t.oi * , 

The cowwn IF for Pf nidios  is 10,7 MJ2.    This  frequency tern* to he 

universally accepted even though two interference points occur within the UBA 

FM hand, at 96.5 Mis and at  1(T Ml;, the ninth and tenth hanmnics reflectively. 

Both in AM and FM, unwanted coupling from the detector circuits to the W circuiti 

must he m in im? ed to reduce  interference problems. 

Figurt 8 shows a combination AM/W, class A audio output, wains powtrtd circuit. 

Note the increase in complexity compared with Figure ? just by the number of parts. 

Also keep in mind that the electrical alignment of an »(/»I circuit is more than 

double that of an AM circuit. 

An FM only circuit diagram is not shown hut th« caapltxity would fall bet 

an AM only and an AM/FM radio. 
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Mechanical Considerations 

Some mechanical considerations were discussed and shown briefly in Figures 3 

and 4. Let us take a more thorough look at what is expected of the mechanical 

functions: 

1. To protect the electrical components from the environment. 

2. To enhance the appearance of the radio. 

3. To provide operator controls such as a station selector arai an audio 

level adjustment. 

4. To tie together both electrically and mechanically all of the radio 

components. 

5. To provide for a visual tuning indication. 

6. To provide a suitable pack to transport the radio to the user. 

7. To protect the user from dangerous voltages present in mains powered 

radios. 

Cabinet Material 

Wood is the oldest material that has been used as the main cabinet material. 

Even at this date the most expensive and prestigious radio cabinets are made from 

wood. Wood has disadvantages that make it difficult to handle, especially on a 

high production basis. Good woodwork also requires skillful worknei. and clever 

craftsmen. These are some of the reasons why radio manufacturers usually purchase 

their cabinets from furniture and wood cabinet specialists. 

One structural problem with wood is that dimensional tolerances are much harder 

to maintain as compared with fabricated materials such as plastic and metal. Thus, 

the designs must be made to accommodate the wood tolerances where interfaces occur 

between dissimilar materials. Part of the problem in maintaining dimensions in 

wooden parts is caused by moisture and wood curing. By properly sealing the wood 
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against moisture these problems can be minimized. Note that moisture in wood can 

make it electrically conductive enough to be hazardous to the user.    Therefore any 

dangerous potentials should be isolated from the wood cabinet. 

Since a radio generates  internal heat,   the cabinet  is further subjected to 

temperature variations as the receiver is turned on and off.    In sane very moist 

localities it  is common practice to leave the radio turned on at all  times to 

maintain a supply of heat to help keep the receiver dry.    Some commercial and 

military communications equipment have thermostatically controlled heaters to 

maintain a constant temperature environment. 

Plastic material, maini}- polystyrene,   is used extensively in the radio 

industry throughout  the world.    Without a doubt its main attraction  is ease of 

fabrication and low material cost.   The use of plastics has become quite sophistica- 

ted and is improving daily.    Plastic does not enjoy the prestige factor of wood 

but it has made tremendous  inroads since the end of World War II. 

One drawback  for the use of plastics  in a developing country is  the large 

initial  investment  required  for injection molding equipment.    There  is also a 

large amount of know-how and engineering required to obtain the max ini un structural 

benefits from a plastic cabinet design.    A good knowledge of tool in«  is also re- 

quired since the designer working w!'_h plastic must have a good knowledge of 

molding problems when he is formulating the design.    Good liaison between the 

designer and the mold maker is also required.    Cabinet molds for a  table model 

radio can cost up to $75,000.    Injection molding machines cost $ri0,0OU for a 24 oz. 

molding machine,  the size needed to mold table model size radio cabinets.    However, 

once the initial   investment  is overcome,  the raw plastic cost is only $0.20 per 

pound and cabinets can be molded at a rate of about one per minute. 



As an interim means of using plastic materials, entire cabinets can he 

purchased from vendors. Of course, unless catalogue itens are purchased, any 

unique tooling costs will have to be paid for by the purchaser.  It is also 

possible to purchase perfectly good tools from radio manufacturers when they 

are discontinuing a model. Since tools have a finite life, the condition of 

used tools should be carefully examined by an expert. 

Printed Circuit Chassis 

Another major consideration as shown in Figure 3 is the phenolic printed 

circuit board versus a hand wired chassis. Here again one of the main problems 

is the large initial investment required to design and produce circuit boards. 

Circuit board punching tools must be purchased and chemical processes must be 

set up to either etch off or plate copper onto the phenolic hoard material. Both 

etched circuit boards and plated circuit boards are in use in the industry. In 

the case of etched boards, fully copper clad raw material is purchased and the 

copper is selectively etched away to obtain the desired circuit pattern. In the 

plated board process, copper is selectively deposited on the phenolic board to 

obtain the desired circuit pattern. 

Completed circuit boards can be purchased from vendors, but any unique tools 

must be paid for by the purchaser. 

After components are inserted in the circuit board, electrical solder connec- 

tions can be male to the copper pattern by either automatic means or by hand 

soldering. If hand soldering is used, very close component spacing can be held 

to maintain compact designs. Here again, automatic soldering tecliniques will only 

be economical for a large volume base. 

. 
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Hand Wired Chassis 

T*e use of a hand wired chassis involves very little tooling and other 

initial investment, since the only major exponent is a metal stmping vith 

a few mounting holes.    A hand wired chassis ^^ ^.^ ^ ^ 

labor than a printeiI circmt büar, ^^  ^ ^ ^ ^  ^ ^ 

crimped abound a mounting tenninal.    The solder terminals,   in turn, must be 

connected to the main metal chassis,    wire dress r,n ,.,      r 
"ire dress can vary from set  to set as 

opposed to a circuit hoard which has  it«   - ;.    •. K" haS  ltb «-»rcuit-y permanently fixed in place. 

This can be a very important  factor esnoci illv ,.»,„, 
especially when using unskilled labor since 

product uni fornii tv will suffer     Time    -, 
sutler.    Thus, a new rad10 manufacturer with limited 

resources would probably be well advised to purchase printed circuit boards 

whether or not he plans to use automatic soldering techniques. 

Purchased Design.s 

A, opposed to desi^ . complete radio> . ^^ ^ ^ ^ 

trom an existing radio manufacturer     n-n.on , 
acuirer.    Licensee arrangements can be obtained for 

- little as 3: of the net sales billed.    Under these agreements, complete Uts 

of parts can be ^chased for assembly in a developing countrv,    ^  ls an in_ 

expensive way to start in the business with little initial  in,   • 
little initial investment and few 

skilled personnel. 

Pnráu£t_j5mñce 

Another consideration in the radio business U wh»* •   A     U 
business is what to do about field failures 

- routine maintenance.    Severa, agents are „„„,„ „, ^ ^^ ^ ^ 

1.    A centra! repair faci, ity is maintained bv the manufacturer and .„ 

defective radios are returned for repair,    ^ere is usuaUv a „dest 
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••• for this service, 

1.    Servi« personnel .„ tntmi „, Iocgtw, ,„ ^ „^„^ ^ 

or .tr„eSK  geographic center,.    (If cru,». ,p.re prt, m,X b. 

available at these service centers, 

S.    An exchange system is also use,! whereby the customer «er.lv bring» 

his defective radio to a service center and a good unit is give« to 

him.    The defective radio is then sent to a central  repair facility. 

«tedless to say,  in a competitive, comercial business the field repair 

System and the resulting customer <ar icfa,-» t«„ ;_ ag customer satisfaction is sometimes as important as 
the product  itself. 

Kits 

Another approach to the overall radio syste. «uM be to furnish the 

population with unasked r^io kits.   iWio kits «re „Id by several corpora- 

tions in the USA.    T*ere are several benefits to be derived trm kits, especially 

in the developing countries. 

First,  the use of kits obviates the need of having an extensive assembly 

plant, since the individual radio parts are merely packaged by the processor. 

Second,   the use of kits would help to educate the population.    Pictorial 

diagrams can be used so that even an  illiterate could assemble the radio. 

Third,  there is a psychological  benefit  to be derived from having built 

one's own radio receiver.    It is possible that a radio would ,.t used mre 

Often if a person constructed it  himself rather than  if it was just given to hü, 

as a complete unit. 

Fourth, a self-constructed radio could be more readily serviced by the 

individual owner since he would he very familiar with its construction. 
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If kits arc used, care must be taken to have all the electrical alignment 

¡performed either by the conponent manufacturer or at the final packaging plant. 

To further simjlify construction a sample assembled radio could be included with 

each lot of Kits. If kits were sent to small villages, it would even be possible 

to bulk-pack the components to reduce packing and shipping expenses. 
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Appendix 

1. »Performance Specifications for Low-Cost Sound Broadcasting Receivers" - CCIR 
r Recommendation 415, Volume V, Oslo, 1966 

2  »Performance Specifications for Low-Cost Sound Brmdc.^tiiv.; Receivers for 
Community Listening CCIR   Recor;;:.enJat ion -lio, 

Volume \ , Oslo, ll.'<><) 
3. »Choice of Intermediate-frequency and Protection Against Unwanted Réponses 

of Superheterodyne Receivers"      CCIR   Report 181 
1 Volume I, Oslo, 1%0 
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